
7th-Grade Summer Reading 2021

Rising 7th-grade students will be required to read two novels over the summer:
Required:

● �e Giver by Lois Lowry
Choose one of the following:

● Fever 1793 by Laurie Halse Anderson
● Bystander by James Preller
● Count Me In by Varsha Bajaj
● �e Unsung Hero  of  Birdsong, USA by Brenda Woods

While students are reading their novels, I strongly recommend that they become an active reader while
reading their summer selections. �ese activities include taking notes over each chapter and
highlighting key information. �ese strategies will help them with comprehension and complete related
projects to these books.

�e required novel, �e Giver, should be read first and students will complete ALL of the following
writing prompts in paragraph form.

● Much of Jonas’s decision to leave the Community centered on Gabriel. How do you think Jonas
would have performed his assignment if Gabriel had not been in the novel? Would Jonas have
�led the Community or would he have stayed? Include reasons to support your answer.

● Analyze the character of the Giver. What is his role in the story? How does his role change?
● Contrast Jonas’s relationship with his family unit to his relationship with the Giver.

Each paragraph should be fully developed and include the following: a topic sentence, an answer to the
question, 1-2 pieces of evidence from the book (including a page number), an explanation on how the
evidence supports the answer, and a concluding sentence.

* �is assignment will be due the first Friday a�ter we return from school.

�e second novel should be read toward the end of the summer. When students return to school, they
will take a quiz over the book.

�e summer reading assignments will be the student’s first assessment  grade for the 1st quarter.




